INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

2GO! SYSTEM

Two wires that give a new twist
to your life.

Today, all you need are two wires to obtain all you want
from a video doorphone system. With the new 2GO! system, you can go beyond basic functions and add color
(the color TV camera is standard), connect to 4 monitors
in parallel in the apartment without having to install an
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extra power supply unit, without forgetting the possibility
of intercommunication of up to eight calls in the apartment and between apartments. With just 1 power supply
unit in the system and 2 non-polarized wires in any part
of the building, you can install up to 32-user systems with

up to 3 audio/video call stations. 2GO! provides the heart
of the system; it’s then up to you to dress it up, choosing
from the full array of monitors in the Urmet Domus catalogue. With 2GO!, your video doorphone system takes
front stage.

INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

2GO! SYSTEM

The video doorphone system
with 2 non-polarized wires
There’s no denying that 2GO! systems simplify life,
also offering a suite of absolutely genial features.
2GO! is the simplest and also the most innovative
solution available today.
First of all, you can use the two wires everywhere
and connect up to 32 users without any difficulty.
You can also install up to 4 monitors in parallel without extra power supply units.
To cater to all types of requirements, select the monitor you prefer from the best the Urmet catalogue
has to offer: Sentry, Atlantico b/w or color. With
2GO! all you need is a single 10 DIN module power
supply unit for the entire system. Other characteristics include call to the floor, the possibility of choosing between 6 ringers and a differentiated tone for
different system calls.
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No matter
what you have
come up with,
it'll be a lot
easier with
just 2 wires.

If you have designed something very complex,
Urmet 2GO! immediately makes it easy.
The system is so versatile that it offers really interesting capabilities.
Such as the possibility of creating an 8-call mixed
intercom system (between different apartments
and inside the same apartment). Or of activating
up to 3 entrance panels without any relay, also of
the principle-secondary type.
Without forgetting the possibility of programming
cyclical surveillance on 4 external control TV cameras and trouble-free interfacing with PABX without adding wires in riser.
With also audio-video auto-activation. With 2GO!
you can use the Sinthesi analogue entrance panel
with digitizer. Because 2GO! offers you the best in
the easiest and fastest way.

Handy, reduced-size
distributor (4 x 4 cm).
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INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

2GO! SYSTEM
BASIC ELEMENTS

Ref. 1082/72



Ref. 1082/7** Doorphone door speaker unit.
Complete with loudspeaker and microphone and is used as
secondary in 2GO! systems; the installation must however include
at least one door speaker unit 1082/72.
It is equal in size to 1 Sinthesi module.



Ref. 1082/20

Ref. 1082/72





Ref. 1082/7

Ref. 1082/90

The 2GO! video doorphone door speaker unit
is complete with loudspeaker, microphone and color TV
camera. It is equipped with 2 buttons to call 2 users.
It is equal in size to 2 Sinthesi modules.



BASIC ELEMENTS

2GO! video power supply unit
Pre-engineered for fitting on DIN bar (10 modules).
The only one present in the system, it supplies both bus and video
power. Pre-engineered for 5-branch connection which may be
outside stations or stair risers according to type of system.
Power supply: 230Vac, 50Hz.

Ref. 1704/701 Wall bracket kit for Sentry+ monitors 1704/1A and 1704/10A.
Consisting of the bracket with operating electronics 1704/82 and
single-user distributor 1082/51.
Pre-engineered for call to the floor and for call repeat.
Ref. 1702/701 Wall bracket kit for Atlantico b/w monitor 1702/1
and color 1702/40.
Consisting of bracket with operating electronics 1702/82 and
single-user distributor 1082/51.
Pre-engineered for call to the floor and for call repeat.
May also include key add-on 1082/96.



Ref. 1082/80*** 2GO! special decoder
Used for activation of loads by users, opening of vehicle
entranceways, switching on of stair lights or other forms
of activation through closing/opening of a contact.
Fitting on DIN bar (6 modules)



Ref. 1038/17

16-user expansion module
Small module to be connected to outside stations 1082/72 and
Ref. 1082/7. To increase the number of call buttons that can be
managed. Each expansion module controls 16 buttons.



Ref. 1182*

2GO! doorphone
With Atlantico styling, it comprises a door release key plus 3 keys
for additional services or for intercom calls. It also features 3-position
call regulation with mute function and mechanical on/off readout.
Pre-engineered for call to the floor or for call repeat.



Ref. 1782/501 2GO! single-family video kit
The Kit includes:
Door speaker unit with TV camera
Embedding box with surround and module-holder frame 1145/62
Power supply unit on 10 DIN module bar 1082/20
1 Atlantico video doorphone system 1702/1 c/w bracket 1702/82

SPARE PARTS



Ref. 1782/502 Kit video Two-family 2GO!
The Kit includes:
Door speaker unit with TV camera
Embedding box with frame and module-holder frame 1145/62
power supply unit on 10 DIN module bar 1082/20
2 Atlantico video doorphones 1702/1 c/w bracket 1702/82
1 single-user distributor 1082/51



Ref. 1082/90

2GO! cable.
100-meter skein Consisting of 1-mm2 pair.
Outer diameter 7 mm



Ref. 1082/96

Add-on key module for Atlantico b/w and color monitors.
To be used for the intercom service if more than 2 calls are required
and to activate any additional services using special decoders.
It is equipped with 6 buttons for these functions and also features
a switching device and 2 leds for activation (and related readout)
of the automatic door release and door open alert service.



Ref. 1704/82

Bracket for Sentry+ monitor 1704/1A and 1704/10A.
Pre-engineered for call to the floor and for call repeat.



Ref. 1702/82

Bracket for Atlantico b/w monitor 1702/1 and color 1702/40.
Pre-engineered for call to the floor and for call repeat.



Ref. 1082/51

Single-user distributor
to be combined with brackets 1704/82 and 1702/82.
Dimensions (wxhxd) 4 x 4 x 2 cm



Ref. 1202/98

Digivoice wall bracket with coax for Atlantico b/w
and color monitor.
Makes it possible to set up Digivoice video installations using
the b/w Atlantico monitor 1702/1 and color 1702/40.
To be used with decoders 1038/35 and 1038/38.

Ref. 1702/701

Ref. 1782/502

Ref. 1082/51

*** Available from March 2005
*** Available from April 2005
*** Available from May 2005

Ref. 1182
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✔ For all systems ● “4+n” wire door phone systems ◆ “1+1” wire door phone systems ■ C o ax video systems ▲ “5 wire” video systems  D i g i tal systems

✔ For all systems ● “4+n” wire door phone systems ◆ “1+1” wire door phone systems ■ Coax video systems ▲ “5 wire” video systems  D i g i tal systems
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